AHOY! The EHR has a *lot* of Treasured Reference Information!

*Follow these tips to unbury it!*

**Blue Writing Is Your Friend!**

*Blue writing* links you to *Reference Text* - or, just face up tells you really useful things!

- An order for the appropriate vaccine/dose will be automatically created for pharmacy to verify and nursing to administer if there are NO CONTRAINDICATIONS.

**Right-Click for Reference Text – or look for REF clues!**

*Remember your 3 R’s?*

**Right-clicking** will bring up *Reference Text* on medications, either on the MAR or Orders page – it works for many other things too!

In the PDP, boxes with a purple **REF** next to them are also hiding *Reference Text*. Just remember to **right-click in the box** - not on the **REF**!

And don’t forget this little **icon gem by Orders:**
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